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ABSTRACT 

 
As wide area of web grows at a very fast pace, there has been increased interest in techniques that help efficiently 

locate wide web interfaces. However, due to the large volume of web resources and the dynamic nature of deep web, 

achieving large coverage and high efficiency is a challenging issue. We propose a two -stage framework, namely 

Smart Crawler, for efficient harvesting wide web interfaces. In the first stage, It is site based searching for center 

pages with the help of search engines, it avoid to visit large number of pages. To achieve more accurate results for a 

focused crawl, It is ranking the websites to prioritize highly relevant ones for a given topic. In the  second step, It 

searches fast in-site searching by extracting most relevant links with an adaptive link -ranking. To eliminate bias on 

visiting some it also contain highly relevant links in hidden web directories, we design a link tree data structure to 

achieve wider coverage for a website. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The deep (or obnubilated) web refers to the contents lie behind searchable web interfaces that cannot be indexed by 

probing engines. Predicated on extrapolations from a study done at University of California, Berkeley, it is estimated 

that the deep web contains 91,850 tb and the surface web is only about 167 tb in 2003. More recent studies estimated 

that 1.9 zb were reached and 0.3 zb were consumed ecumenical in 2007 . An IDC report estimates that the total of 

all digital data created, replicated, and consumed will reach 6 zb in 2014 . A consequential portion is large amount 

of data is estimated to be stored as structured or relational data in web databases ,deep web makes up about 96% of 

all the content on the Internet, which is 500 to 550 times more large immense than the surface web. These data 

contain an astronomical amount of valuable  information and entities such as Infomine , Clusty , Books In Print may 

be fascinated with building an index of the deep web sources in a given domain(such as book).   

 

2. Literature survey 
 

1) Host-ip clustering technique for deep web characterization: 

A large portion of today's Web consists  of web pages filled with information from myriads of online databases. This 

part of the Web, known as the wide Web, is to date relatively unexplored and in that number of searchable databases 

is disputable. In that paper, we are aimed at more accurate est imation of main parameters of the wide Web by 

sampling one national web domain. We propose clustering & the sampling technique that will addresses the 

drawback of existing approaches to characterize the wide Web and they will report our findings based to t he survey 

of Russian Web conducted in September 2006. The proposed sampling method could be useful for further studies to 

handle data in the wide Web. 
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2)  Searching for hidden-web databases: 

There will be increased interest in the hidden web data with a view to leverage high quality information available in 

online databases. Also the previous work have addressed many aspects of the actual integration, including matching 

form & automatically filling out forms also the problem of locating relevant data sources has been widely 

overlooked. In dynamic nature of the Web, there will be constantly changing the data sources also it is crucial to 

automatically discover these resources. However, we considering the number of documents on the Web & 

automatically finding tens, hundreds or even thousands of forms that are  related to the integration task. The forms 

for a given domain are unknown until the forms are actually found; it is hard to define exactly what to look for. We 

design a new crawling strategy to automatically locate hidden web databases which is use to achieve a balance 

between the two conflicting requirements of this problem. 

 

3) Crawling for domain specific hidden web resources: 

The Hide Web is the part of the Web that remains unavailable for standard crawlers . Its size is approximately 400 to 

500 times greater than that of the PIW. Also the information on the hide Web is assumed to be structured, because it 

is mostly stored in databases. also in this paper, we discuss a crawler which starting from the PIW find s entry points 

into the hidden Web. The crawler is domain-specific. also we will searching for the automatic identification of Hide 

Web resources. We take a series of experiments using the top level categories in the Google directory and we will 

reporting our analysis. 

 

4)  Crawling the hidden web: 

In present day crawlers retrieve content only from the public index able Web, that means the set of Web pages 

reachable purely by following hypertext links. also they ignore the tremendous amount of high quality con tent in 

large searchable electronic databases. In this point  we will address the problem of designing a crawler capable of 

extracting content from this hidden Web. also we introduce a generic operational model of a hidden Web crawler 

and describe how this  model it is realized. 

 

3. DEFINITION  
 

As wide web grows at a very large pace, In this techniques interest has been increased efficiently to  locate wide 

web interfaces. However, due to the large amount of web resources and the dynamic nature of wide web to achieve 

wide coverage and high efficiency is a challenging issue 

 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM:-  
 

The first stage of the site based ranking searches the main or center pages with the help of the search engine (e.g. 

Google). It’s main task is to avoid the large pages that contain more information. To achieve more related 

information uses focus crawler , so it does the ranking of the pages and it shows the higher relevant pages . In the 

second stage crawler achieves fast in site searching more relevant links with an  adaptive link ranking. We have 

eliminated visiting some high level web directories. In the experimental results on a set of representative domain 

shows its own agility  and the accuracy of the  crawler where deep web contains  large sites and large data than other 

crawlers we have seen the both approach of the crawler both are more effective crawling  smart crawler is focus 

crawler it consist two stages: 

1) Efficient site locating 
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2) Balanced site exploring 

The efficient site locating consist of reverse searching of deep web sites fro center pages from this we can collect 

more information from sites  

 

 

5. ALGORITHM USED:- 
 

1. Reverse searching: 

The main aim is to exploit existing search engines, such as Google, to help in finding center pages of unsearched 

sites. This is done because search engines like Google rank the WebPages of a site. This  pages will tend to have 

high ranking values. This algorithm discuss about the reverse searching. 

 

This reverse searching is used in: 

– When the crawler will be bootstrapped. 

– When the size of site frontier decreases to a predefined threshold. 

We are randomly picking up a known wide website or a seed site and using general search engine facility  to find 

center pages and other relevant sites, Such as Google link. For instance, we are taking one example: link: 

www.google.com 

 

In that web page it will be pointing to the Google home page. And Also In this system, the final page from the 

search engine is first parsed and go to the extract the links. Then that page will be down loaded and doing 

analyztation to decide whether the links are related it is related. 

– If the no. of seed sites or fetched to the wide web sites in the page is greater than a user defined threshold. Finally, 

we will getting the output. In this way, we keep Site Frontier with enough site. 

 

2. Incremental site prioritizing: 

To resume the crawling process and achieving large coverage on websites, for that the incremental site  prioritizing 

strategy is proposed. This concept is to record the learned patterns from deep web sites and forming paths for 

incremental crawling. Firstly we will discuss on the prior knowledge is used for initialize  Site Ranker and Link 

Ranker. Then, unsearched sites are denoting to the Site Frontier and are prioritized by the Site Ranker,  and searched 

sites are added to combine the site list. And The detailed incremental site prioritizing process is described in 

Algorithm 2. When smart crawler follows the out of site links of related sites. To currently classify the out of site 

links, The Site Frontier utilizes two queues to save unsearched sites. The large priority queue is for out of site links 

that are classify by the relevant Site Classifier and they will be  judged by Form Classifier to contain searchable 

forms. The lowest priority queue is for out of site links that will be only judged by a relevant Site Classifier. The 

lowest priority queue is using to supply more candidate sites. 

 

6. ADVANTAGES  
1) We can get related website or link of the information.  

2)   User gets an ranked list of websites 

3)   Ranking of websites is done. 

4)  It keeps all sites in balance condition 

5)  Ranking of websites is done through most visited by the user’s  

 

DISADVANTAGES 

1) It shows only ranked websites. 

2)  It doesn’t show the main link directly. 

3) They allow only registered sites or links. 

4)  While using post query we cannot edit the link or website once we entered. 

 

  7. APPLICATION 

 
1) It is used in mobile devices ,computers  

2) Used for devices they has internet connectivity 
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3) Support for devices that allow for accessing internet connectivity 

4) Used in windows ,android etc 

 

   

    8. CONCLUSION 

 

As the profound web develops at a fast pace, there will be an extracted enthusiasm for methods that assist 

proficiently for finding the profound web interfaces. Also because of the extens ive volume of web assets and the 

dynamic way of profound web, accomplishing wide scope and high productivity is a testing issue. We design a two 

stage structure, Also in a particular Smart Crawler, for effective gathering profound web interfaces. In the first stage, 

Smart Crawler performing the site based hunting down focus pages with the assistance of web indexes, abstaining 

from going by countless. To accomplish more exact results for an engaged slither, Smart Crawler positions sites to 

organize profoundly pertinent ones for a given point. also by using the second stage, Smart Crawler accomplishes 

quick in site excavating so as to see most and also significant connections with a versatile connection positioning. 

To dispense with inclination on going by some exceedingly also significant connections with the shrouded web 

indexes, we outline a connection tree information structure to accomplish more extensive scope for a site. Our test 

results on an arrangement of delegate areas demonstrate the readiness and p recision of our proposed crawler 

structure, which effectively recovers profound web interfaces from huge scale destinations and accomplishes higher 

harvest rates than different crawlers. 
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